
Build better relationships
Whether you are a startup medical device
manufacturer or a Fortune 1000 corporation,
establishing and preserving progressive relationships
with your suppliers is critical to your success. Not only
are you managing your inventory levels to make sure
that you always have the right components in stock to
meet orders, but at the same time you’re managing
compliance regulations and customer satisfaction.
Your relationship with your suppliers is a crucial part
of how you manage these challenges.

Here are four of the most essential components of a
positive supplier relationship:

1. Communicate quality standards

When you select a new supplier, you must help them
understand the criteria they need to meet to maintain
your trust. Provide them with as much clarity as
possible about the volumes of parts you anticipate
ordering from them. Fewer rush orders can help the
supplier produce quality products.

If possible, have your supplier generate samples
before ordering a full run. Thoroughly document
exact product specifications for quality standards. If
you have a new product, or a variation of an existing
product, provide the new specifications to your
suppliers with a lot of notice, and make sure they can
retool and transition to the new specs.

Effective supplier management for
medical device manufacturers

Building strategic partnership relationships is better
than just having a vendor-customer relationship. To
do this, build quality, delivery, and validation clauses
into your contracts. As you build trust over time, the
supplier will invest more to ensure your success—if
you demonstrate respect for their business needs.

2. Get references—it’s mandatory

When evaluating a shortlist of suppliers, ask to talk to
some of their existing suppliers before signing
significant supply contracts. Even if one or more of
your suppliers is ISO certified, don’t assume they can
meet your needs. Make sure the supplier has medical
technology experience. Thorough supplier evaluation
is part of the 21 CFR 820.50 Purchasing
Controls process. If your supplier works with medical
device suppliers on a regular basis, they won’t be
surprised by your due diligence.

Some of the criteria you should consider when
checking references should include:

•    Does the company have a similar business model,
product set, or target market relative to your
business?

•    Did the supplier deliver the right quality, the right
quantities, and on time?

•    Does the supplier have the capacity to take on
other business? Or does it seem to be at capacity?

•    Have there been any audit exposures/product
failures caused by the supplier’s components?

Since the FDA is not permitted to audit your suppliers,
you'll be held responsible for any product failures
caused by the components you procure from your
suppliers. Mitigate your risk by thoroughly checking
references—and be vigilant about quality control.
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3. Involve suppliers in quality validation

Once you have contracted with a supplier, have it
participate in the quality validation process. If you
contract with fewer suppliers that can produce several
components for your devices, you have a better
chance that the components will be compatible.

Make sure your contracts are clear that if the supplier
decides to outsource its manufacturing or shift it
offshore, that you are notified first, and have the option
to negotiate terms if that takes place. Leaving quality
controls to a third-party manufacturer adds a level of
risk that your company shouldn’t take lightly.

4. Maintain correspondence and
transactional data

You should store as much data about your supplier
transactions and correspondence as possible. For
compliance reasons, you want to have as much
documentation as you can store, in case you are
selected for an audit or investigation. Implementing an
industrial manufacturing enterprise resource planning
(ERP) software system that manages structured data
across your business functions will put your supplier
management processes in context. Quality and
supplier management are closely related, so
establishing workflows that cross these functions is
critical to compliance.

Integrate your business
process information
For over 25 years, The Copley Consulting Group has
delivered Infor® implementation success to more than
400 enterprises. As one of Infor’s leading Gold Level
Channel Partners, The Copley Consulting Group has
assembled a team of dedicated professionals with
years of medical device industry experience and a
track record of success helping companies like yours
manage your supplier relationships.

The Copley Consulting Group offers a number of
consulting service offerings and educational
resources to help your team get up to speed with
supplier relationship management best practices.
With The Copley Implementation Accelerator, for
example, your business can take advantage of as
many of these business functions as you need to
start, and then you can use other functions like
validation, compliance, and regulatory requirements
as your company grows.

For more information about effective supplier
management, visit The Copley Consulting Group and
Infor CloudSuite™ Industrial for Medical Devices ›
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